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HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL 
FOR OAKLAND KAJUKENBO KWOON  

ADULT FAMILY MEMBERS 
This manual has been developed to help the Kajukenbo students 
in your family to build a strong foundation of self-reflection and 
self-training. The following are some ideas about how to use the 
manual: 

Help Oakland Kajukenbo students to keep track of their copy of 
the manual and always have it with them when they are at all 
their Kajukenbo classes and special events. 

Read through the manual yourself to understand how it is 
organized and to become familiar with the subject matter. 

Read through the manual with your family and talk together 
about the topics it brings up. 

Share ideas with other families about how to make the training 
manual easy to find and easy to use. 

Talk to Sigung and other instructors if you have questions or 
comments about the manual and the philosophy it reflects. Offer 
suggestions for what might be useful for the manual in the next 
edition. 
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How to use this manual for Oakland Kajukenbo
STUDENTS
The purpose of this manual is to assist you in developing your martial 
arts practice. It covers the history of martial arts and Kajukenbo in 
particular, a view of where Oakland Kajukenbo sits within the larger 
martial arts community, an overview of skills in Kajukenbo and the 
material studied at each belt level, and the specific beliefs and practices 
of Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon.

1. READ THROUGH THE WHOLE MANUAL 
When you first get the manual, read it through once, thoroughly. For 
elementary age martial artists, read it through with a grown-up. Spend a 
little time talking about it together. What questions do you have? See if 
you can find these answers together and, if you can’t, write them down 
to ask your teachers. 

2. SELF-TRAINING 
The manual can be your guide and companion for self-training. Read it 
through for ideas of ways to practice and reminders of specific material 
to work on.

3. TRAINING WITH A PARTNER
Bring the manual when training with a partner for reference and for ideas 
to practice.

4. BEFORE A BELT TEST
Before a belt test, review the whole training manual, including the 
lineage, history and philosophy.
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SCHOOL, TEACHERS, AND LINEAGE 
 
Oakland Kajukenbo
Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon opened in July 2006 with the goal of 
creating a traditional Kajukenbo school for children and their families. 
Oakland Kajukenbo first operated out of a warehouse in West Oakland 
and then moved to St. Columba Church on San Pablo Avenue in North 
Oakland. The Saint Columba parish community has been a welcoming 
and generous host for the program, reflecting their own commitment to 
every family’s right to be safe and free. Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon offers 
martial arts classes for children and adults. The main practice is Ch’uan 
Fa Kajukenbo. Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon’s central purpose is to offer 
classes in Kajukenbo that teach skills that students can use to navigate 
their communities safely and with an active, positive and creative world 
view. More generally, the program hopes to support great good health, 
both mental and physical, offer specific self-defense skills training, and 
build loving community bonds. At the broadest, Oakland Kajukenbo 
Kwoon hopes to play a role in inspiring a world that is full of honesty, 
integrity, justice, freedom, virtue and love. 
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Sigung Kate Hobbs

Sigung Kate Hobbs is Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon’s Founder. She began 
studying Kajukenbo in 1981 at Hand to Hand Kajukenbo Self-Defense 
Center with the late Professor Coleen Gragen. Sifu Kate earned her 
Kajukenbo black belt in 1988 under Sifu Coleen, and was promoted to 3rd 
degree in Kajukenbo in 1995. Sifu Coleen Gragen died of ovarian cancer in 
2002. In 2008, Sifu Coleen’s teacher, Professor Barbara Bones, 8th degree 
in Kajukenbo, promoted Sifu Kate to 5th degree, and in 2015 she was 
promoted by Professor Bones to 7th degree.

Sifu Kate began teaching Kajukenbo in the children and youth classes 
at Hand to Hand in 1985. The classes expanded to include a violence 
prevention program, Project Destiny, led by Sifu Kate and Sifu Anthony 
Daniels, fifth degree, Wu Chien Pai, in Berkeley and Oakland public schools. 
In 1988, Sifu Coleen turned Hand to Hand’s youth program over to Sifu 
Kate, and in 1989, Sifu Kate founded Destiny Arts Center to integrate martial 
arts training, violence prevention skills, and movement arts in a non-profit 
organization specifically for young people. 

Sifu Kate Hobbs founded Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon after 20 years in 
the youth development field building programs and curriculum aimed at 
offering young people the tools they need to make good things happen 
for themselves, their families and their world. 

Sifu Lynn Keslar, Chief Instructor
Sifu Lynn Keslar holds the rank of 5th degree black belt in Kajukenbo and is 
the highest ranked student in the Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon lineage. Sifu 
Lynn began her training at Hand to Hand Kajukenbo Self Defense Center 
in 1997 under Professor Coleen Gragen and began training with Sifu Kate 
when Oakland Kajukenbo opened in 2006.

Sifu Lynn holds a 4th degree black belt under Master Reginald Burford in 
Doce Pares Eskrima, a traditional Philippine martial art that is commonly 
taught in Kajukenbo schools. Sifu Lynn also studies Northern Shaolin Gung 
Fu and weapons with Sifu Michelle Dwyer.

Sifu Lynn developed the judo and jujitsu basics curriculum, and the eskrima 
curriculum, for Oakland Kajukenbo students. She teaches Kajukenbo in 
both the youth and the teen/adult programs.

SCHOOL, TEACHERS, AND LINEAGE
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School Instructors

Sifu Emmy Highsmith

Sifu Emmy began studying Kajukenbo with Sifu Kate Hobbs in 1990. Over 
the next ten years she studied Kajukenbo and Wu Chien Pai under the 
instruction of both Sifu Kate and Sifu Anthony Daniels, earning her black 
belt in 2000. Sifu Emmy has been promoted to third degree black belt by 
Sifu Kate Hobbs.

Sifu Mariko Highsmith

Sifu Mariko began studying Kajukenbo with Sifu Kate Hobbs in 1990. Over 
the next ten years she studied Kajukenbo and Wu Chien Pai under the 
instruction of both Sifu Kate and Sifu Anthony Daniels, earning her black 
belt in 1998. Sifu Mariko has been promoted to third degree black belt by 
Sifu Kate Hobbs.

Sifu Sam Mende-Wong

Sifu Sam began training in Kajukenbo Kung Fu with Sifu Kate Hobbs 
and Sifu Anthony Daniels at Destiny Arts Center in Oakland CA. Sifu Sam 
received his Black Belt from Destiny Arts Center. He started training with 
Sifu Kate in 2008. Sifu Sam has been promoted to third degree black belt by 
Sifu Kate Hobbs.

Sifu Thandiwe Satterwhite

Sifu Thandiwe began his training in Kajukenbo Kung Fu at Hand to Hand 
with Sifu Coleen Gragen. He continued training under Sifu Kate Hobbs and 
Sifu Anthony Daniels at Destiny Arts Center. He received his black belt in 
1998. He has been promoted to third degree black belt by Sifu Kate Hobbs.

Guest Instructor

Guro Allan Duncan is a 5th degree black belt in Doce Pares Eskrima under 
Master Reginald Burford. Guro Allan began his martial arts training with the 
United Tae Kwon Do Federation in Denver, CO; attaining the rank of red belt. 
He has a special interest in Filipino and Malaysian martial arts styles. 
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Our Lineage

Professor Barbara Bones 
Professor Bones’ training in the martial arts began in 1971 in the art of Tae 
Kwon Do. She migrated to Kajukenbo (Gaylord Method) in 1972, being 
drawn to the freedom and creativity of the art. She is an 8th degree in 
Kajukenbo. For many years Professor Bones competed in tournaments and 
was named one of the top five female competitors by Black Belt magazine 
in 1975. After 1976, Professor Bones’ focus changed to teaching. Along 
with Sifu Joyce Towne, she started Amazon Kung Fu in Eugene, Oregon. 
Over her 40 years of study, Professor Bones has had a profound impact on 
the training spirit and excellence of students both inside the Kajukenbo 
family and across styles, nationally and around the world. Her impeccable 
technique, clarity of vision and devotion to the art are unparalleled.

Perfect Practice  by Barbara Bones 

Select the right mentors 
Study your teacher carefully 
Balance surrender and self-determination 
Embrace change 
Listen with openness 
Practice daily those lessons most cherished 
Never squander a lesson – Practice the whole 
art 
Investigate apparent contradictions 
Balance intuition and science 
Practice with undivided attention – One 
pointed practice 
Observe yourself with detachment 
Challenge perceived limitations 
Always observe critically even your most basic 
movement 
Keep clear objectives – Know what you are 
attempting to accomplish 
Art is expression – Know what wants to be 
expressed 
Accept your performance today without 
allowing it to limit future performance 

 

SCHOOL, TEACHERS, AND LINEAGE
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Professor Coleen Gragen 
Professor Coleen Gragen was a freedom fighter in the truest sense. She 
developed a way of practicing Kajukenbo that allowed people of all ages 
and abilities to locate their power and face their fears, in the name of 
liberation. Her dedication to passing on the invaluable lessons buried 
in ordinary martial arts practice has touched thousands, and the ripple 
continues. Below is an excerpt from training materials she created for her 
school, Hand to Hand Kajukenbo Self-Defense Center. 

On Self Reliance  by Coleen Gragen 
When you begin the martial arts, you enter into a personal 
relationship with yourself and your teachers. By beginning, you are 
saying you are ready to walk your own path. While the relationship 
between you and your teacher requires ultimate trust, it also demands 
self-reliance. 

By passing down the art, your teacher is trusting your self-control 
to use the art for good purpose. By practicing self-reliance, you can 
open yourself up to your own lessons, and be a trustworthy training 
partner as well. Arrogance comes from not being sure of where you 
are. Humbleness comes from knowing where you are, and accepting it 
anyway. 

By beginning the path of martial arts, you are embarking on a path 
towards understanding yourself. It is really your own relationship to 
yourself. No one, not even your instructors, is going to impose the 
practice upon you. It is up to you to embrace it fully yourself. This 
means that it is up to you to take responsibility for all aspects of 
your training, whether it’s practicing your kata with an awake mind, 
accepting the guidance of your instructors, or arriving at classes on 
time. 
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Sifu Michelle Dwyer/Jing Mo School
Since 1993, in addition to her Kajukenbo practice, Sifu Kate has studied 
Northern Shaolin Gung Fu, Tai Chi Ch’uan, and Chi Gung with Sifu Michelle 
Dwyer. Sifu Michelle is a student of Sifu Wong Jack Man and is a member of 
the Jing Mo Athletic Association, USA. Sifu Wong Jack Man had an influence 
on the original Kajukenbo founders and the generations that followed, 
and Northern Shaolin material through his lineage is a core part of the 
Kajukenbo we study today. Sifu Michelle Dwyer has studied the martial arts 
since 1974. She is a nationally and internationally recognized instructor 
and competitor. She has taught Chinese martial arts throughout the world. 
Sifu Michelle works with students at Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon, teaching 
Northern Shaolin weapons and empty-hand sets. 

Master Reginald Burford/Oakland Eskrima Club
Kajukenbo founder Adriano Emperado was of Phillippine-Hawaiian descent, 
and the Phillippine martial arts of Eskrima, Kali and Arnis have been a 
part of Kajukenbo from the start. Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon continues 
that tradition. Oakland Kajukenbo’s Eskrima curriculum descends from 
the material taught by Master Reginald Burford, the chief instructor at the 
Oakland Eskrima Club. Master Burford has studied with Great Grandmaster 
Cacoy Canete and Grandmaster Dionisio Canete, among others, and was 
named Master of Doce Pares by Grandmaster Dionisio Canete. He has 
taught and competed in Eskrima and other martial arts nationally and 
internationally for over 30 years.  

SCHOOL, TEACHERS, AND LINEAGE
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The Oakland Kajukenbo Lineage

Sijo Adriano Emperado, founder

|--> Great Grandmaster Charles Gaylord

---> Grandmaster Gabe Vargas

----> Grandmaster Richard Mainenti

-----> Professor Barbara Bones, 8th degree

------> Professor Coleen Gragen, 8th degree 

-------> Sigung Kate Hobbs, 7th degree
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HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY 

 

The Kajukenbo Symbol 
The Kajukenbo symbol has elements with specific meaning. The five colors 
represent the five original founders. Red, black and white are considered 
the Kajukenbo colors. The red around the outside of the octagon represents 
“chi”, a Chinese word that means energy. Black represents the highest 
aspirations in the life of a martial artist, death of the ego. The white 
three leaf clover, representing cleanliness of body, mind and spirit, was 
a key symbol for founder Sijo Emperado. The solid green in the Oakland 
Kajukenbo Kwoon clover represents the many branches of the Kajukenbo 
lineage, and the growth of the art since its founding. The gold represents 
the richness and wisdom that come with time. 

The Octagon: represents the 8 original katas in Kajukenbo, the 8-fold 
path of Buddhism as well as the 8 angles of attack. 

The Yin-Yang symbol: represents the balance of opposites in nature 
like hard and soft, night and day, fixed and yielding; direct and indirect; 
straight and round. It indicates that harmony comes through the balance 
and acceptance of opposing forces. 

The 3-leaf Clover: represents the unity of mind, body and spirit.
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   The Story of Kajukenbo 

In 1947, Hawaiian-born masters of five different traditional martial arts 
- karate, judo, jujitsu, kenpo, and Kung Fu- decided to study the most 
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effective fighting techniques of their combined disciplines. The original 
masters were: Adriano Emperado (Kosho Ryu Kenpo and Eskrima), Peter 
Choo (Tang Soo Do Karate), Joe Holck (Danzan Ryu Jujitsu), Frank Ordonez 
(Kodokan Judo), and George Chang (Kung Fu). The name Kajukenbo 
derived from its contributing arts. KA from Karate, JU for Judo and Jujitsu, 
KEN for Kenpo, and BO for Chinese Boxing, or Kung Fu. Frank Ordonez 
brought many of the founders together. He and Joe Holck met each other 
in jujitsu classes in Honolulu; he and Peter Choo were on the same US Army 
boxing team; and Adriano Emperado was a childhood friend. Peter Choo 
invited his childhood friend George Chang, a Kung Fu practitioner, into the 
group. 

Calling themselves the Black Belt Society, they trained together in secret 
for two years. They conducted their training in the Palama Settlement of 
Honolulu, a working class area where Emperado had been raised. The result 
was a new, eclectic art that retained the beauty of the founders’ original 
arts while emphasizing the most powerful and fluid fighting techniques 
from each one. Their new art used straight line kicks and punches from 
karate and kenpo, the circular defense and footwork of Kung Fu, and joint 
locks, nerve strikes and throws from judo and jujitsu. Focused on practical 
street self defense, it emphasized multiple hard, fast strikes delivered 
in succession to vital targets, and on responding spontaneously to an 
attacker’s movement.  

In 1950, when the four other founders were drafted into the Korean War, 
Adriano Emperado opened the first Kajukenbo school, operating out of 
the Palama Settlement gym. Students could study for $2 per month but 
they had to be able to withstand the intense and realistic training. Soon 
there were several Kajukenbo schools in Hawai’i. In the 1960’s, Kajukenbo 
practitioners from Hawai’i brought the art to the mainland. Kajukenbo 
became well known in part because the early instructors in California 
and their students were active and successful in tournament circuits. 
Charles Gaylord was one of the early practitioners who helped transplant 
Kajukenbo to the mainland in the early 1960’s. 

Kajukenbo continued to evolve, both in Hawai’i and in California. Four 
separate styles of Kajukenbo developed: Emperado Method, Gaylord 
Method, Won Hop Kuen Do and Tum Pai Style. Professor Emperado’s kenpo- 
influenced “Emperado Method” added Kung Fu techniques to the original 
style. In California, Kajukenbo artists were also training with traditional 
Kung Fu instructors, incorporating aspects of the Chinese internal arts and 
adding Shaolin techniques to their practice. Professor Emperado endorsed 
these influences-the development of both of internal and external power, 
the long range attacks and sweeping techniques-and he called this style 
Ch’uan Fa Kajukenbo. 

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
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Professor Emperado’s student, the late Great Grandmaster Charles 
Gaylord, 12th degree, developed the “Gaylord Method” within the 
Ch’uan Fa style, emphasizing softer, flowing movements as well as speed, 
precision, efficiency and commitment. Grandmaster Richard Mainenti, 
10th degree, trained in the Gaylord Method under Gabe Vargas. One of 
Grandmaster Mainenti’s many great students is Professor Barbara Bones, 
8th degree. Professor Bones continues to teach and train in the Gaylord 
Method nationally and internationally, sharing her unique perspective on 
Kajukenbo, on discernment, on the acceptance of impermanence and on 
the transformative power of martial arts practice. There are five schools 
within Professor Bones’ lineage: Hand to Hand Kajukenbo Self-Defense 
Center, Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon, Seattle Kajukenbo, Kajukenbo Kids, and 
Seven Star Women’s Kung Fu. 

How Martial Arts Started: 
The Legend of Bodhidharma
Bodhidharma was a 5th century monk who is credited with being the 
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original founder of Asian martial arts practice. He is also believed to be 
the person responsible for bringing Ch’an, or Zen, Buddhism to China and 
the world. Buddhism has had a powerful influence on martial arts practice 
over centuries. It is common for martial arts programs to use the Eight Fold 
Path of Buddhism as a foundation for discussing the mental and spiritual 
components of martial arts practice. 

According to legend, after Bodhidharma made the journey from India 
to China, he became part of the community of monks at the Shaolin 
Temple. There, Bodhidharma participated in the powerful standing, 
sitting and walking meditation practices of the Shaolin Temple. During 
this period, Bodhidharma observed that these practices were successful 
in strengthening mental concentration and spiritual intensity but did not 
build physical health and stamina. Bodhidharma taught the monks of the 
Shaolin temple a set of physical exercises he called the 18 Hands of Lohan, 
to help them stay fit and alert in the meditation practices. The 18 Hands of 
Lohan exercises became the basis of Shaolin Kung Fu. Maintaining health 
and mental acuity are still important aspects of most martial arts. 

Another legend suggests that Bodhidharma was refused entry into the 
Shaolin Temple when he arrived from India. He retreated to a cave nearby, 
where he meditated for nine years. During this period, he once grew so 
angry with himself for falling asleep that he tore his eyelids off and flung 
them to the ground. Tea plants sprung up where Bodhidharma threw his 
eyelids, and so it is said that monks drink tea to help them stay awake in 
meditation. 

Although this is one story of how martial arts started, many cultures have 
practiced combat arts throughout their history. The earliest forms are 
empty-hand arts and arts that use weapons of opportunity, such as long 
and short sticks, and simple crafted weapons like spears, knives and swords. 
These arts of war, or martial arts, were often shared in small family or clan 
groups, and were developed for fighting in the specific conditions present 
in a particular time – for example, many jujitsu techniques were developed 
in order to do combat against men wearing armor on a battlefield. Certain 
Kung Fu techniques are meant to be used in fights on boats, in forests, or 
on horses.  

Most martial arts have strict codes of conduct that include a spiritual 
dimension of the practice. This focus on honor and mental discipline is 
one way to sharpen the warrior spirit and acknowledge and temper the 
fact that martial spirit can be aggressive, and that martial techniques can 
be dangerous. Traditionally, meditation trains the mind in the qualities of 

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
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awareness and discernment, and in acceptance of impermanence, which is 
important both to spiritual and martial arts practice. 

The Eight Fold Path of Buddhism/ 
The Noble Eight Fold Path 
The eight-fold path is a central teaching in Buddhist philosophy. It offers 
eight guideposts for mindful living. For martial artists generally, the eight-
fold path of Buddhism is useful as a lens through which to view the daily 
martial arts practice. In Kajukenbo, the octagon is a central symbol in our 
style, so the eight fold path of Buddhism has been included in the history of 
our style.

RIGHT VIEW
RIGHT INTENTION

RIGHT SPEECH
RIGHT ACTION
RIGHT LIVELIHOOD 

RIGHT EFFORT
RIGHT MINDFULNESS
RIGHT CONCENTRATION

Wisdom

Ethical Conduct

Concentration
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Lao-Tsu 
Lao-Tsu was a philosopher and poet influential in China in the same 
period as Bodhidharma. Legend states that Lao-Tsu was the founder 
of Taoism, a religion that has shaped modern martial arts practice. His 
early observations of the relationship between opposing elements in 
nature coincided with principles of the martial art T’ai Chi. He is credited 
with writing the famous Tao Te Ching and strongly influencing the man 
Siddhartha Gautama who later became known as the Buddha. 

The highest good is like water. 

Water gives life to the ten thousand things and does not strive. 

It flows in places that men reject and so is like the Tao. 

In dwelling, be close to the land. 

In meditation, go deep in the heart. 

In dealing with others, be gentle and kind. 

In speech, be true. 

In ruling, be just. 

In business, be competent. 

In action, watch the timing. 

No fight: No blame. 

Lao-Tsu, Tao Te Ching 

HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY
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The Warrior’s Code was written by Sifu Kate Hobbs in the 1980’s to 
convey the fundamental values of the traditional martial arts. Initially 
written as a tool to discuss challenging issues with young people in the 
Destiny Arts Center program, it has become widely used by martial arts 
schools throughout the country. 

The Warrior’s Code 

(Love) 
A warrior is skilled in body and kind in heart  
 
(Respect) 
A warrior respects oneself and all living things 
 
(Care)
A warrior believes that caring for oneself means caring for the 
world 
 
(Responsibility) 
A warrior takes responsibility for one’s own actions and makes a 
superior effort in every situation 
 
(Honor)
A warrior uses fighting skills honorably only to protect self and 
loved ones. A warrior never raises a fist in anger 
 
(Peace) 
A true warrior lives by this code and firmly believes that the 
greatest warrior of all is the one that stands for peace 
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The origin of the Five Fingers of Self-Defense framework is unknown. 
Professor Coleen Gragen learned it from the founder of Brooklyn 
Women’s Martial Arts, Sensei Annie Ellman. Professor Gragen continued 
to develop the Five Fingers curriculum at Hand to Hand Kajukenbo 
Self-Defense Center in Oakland, passing it on to Sifu Kate Hobbs when 
she was a student there. Sifu Kate built on the material she was taught, 
translating it to be practical and accessible particularly for young people.  

The Five Fingers of Self-Defense 

Use your head 
Use your voice 
Use your feet 
Use your fighting skills, but only if you have to 
Tell somebody what happened 

OUR CODES

 

The Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon Dedication 
Said as a group at the end of each training class

We want to remember that our Kung Fu training is to learn 
to take care of ourselves and the people that we love, to 
protect ourselves and the people that we love against violence 
and abuse, and to make the world a safe and happy place 
for everyone. Through this fist way, one gains long life and 
happiness.
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TRAINING PRACTICES 
In the martial arts, there are a lot of traditional practices that have 
been passed on throughout hundreds of years. The purpose of training 
practices is to respect tradition, support and respect our training 
partners and training community, and enable us to get the most possible 
out of our training. Here are some of the practices at Oakland Kajukenbo 
Kwoon: 

Be on time. If you are late, sit quietly at the side until an instructor bows 
you in.

Bow into the training hall and onto the training floor when you arrive 
and bow off and out when you leave. When you bow in, commit to leave 
aside everything except your practice. When you bow out, commit to use 
your training skills responsibly. Take your practice with you.

Enter the training floor as soon as you are ready and form the opening 
circle. There is no need to wait for the instructor to circle up. Use the time 
before the circle begins to breathe quietly and arrive fully.

Set a regular training schedule and stick to it. Commit to training at least 
twice a week. Let your teachers know in advance if you know you will be 
unable to attend class.

Salute any and all black belt instructors when you see them. Even if they 
do not acknowledge you, salute anyway. Salute training partners when 
starting and ending partner drills. Look at your partners when you salute. 

A black belt instructor should introduce new material. If there is material 
you do not know yet, wait to be introduced to that material by Sigung, 
the chief instructor, or a black belt instructor. Practice what you have been 
taught so that you can know it deeply. After you learn something for the 
first time, practice it right away so you don’t forget and repeat practice 
often over the following couple of days to ensure you have it.

Limit talking. When time is set aside in class for individual practice, spend 
the time training. When practicing with a partner, focus on the exercise. 
If you have a question, raise your hand and wait for the instructor, or ask 
after class.

Focus on your own practice. Don’t give feedback to partners unless that’s 
the specific point of an exercise. Black belt students are welcome to give 
feedback and corrections at any time unless the instructor leading the 
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class has indicated otherwise. However, black belts also need to have a rich 
and focused training so black belts do not have to feel compelled to offer 
guidance or feedback during their own training time.

Listen. When the instructor is speaking the class should be silent. When the 
instructor is demonstrating, be aware of others’ sightline. Position yourself 
so that you are not blocking another person’s view.

If you hurt or injure a training partner, apologize right away. Help assess 
whether help or treatment is needed. When your partner has been cared 
for, examine your intention. Make sure you are in the habit of exercising 
good control. Then leave any worry on the training floor. 

If you are hurt or injured by someone else, understand that training 
partners make mistakes. Make sure any physical injury is treated, and any 
feelings of injury are expressed. Then, leave any worry on the training floor. 
If there is ever a persistent issue with control, injury, safety or respect, talk to 
an instructor right away. 

Be conscientious about the fact that Oakland Kajukenbo is an 
intergenerational training community. Adult students must have 
impeccable control and conduct when partnering with children and 
teenage students.

Be respectful when visiting other schools. Salute and introduce yourself to 
the chief instructor. Follow that school’s rules and traditions. Never correct 
an instructor from a different school when they are teaching or leading if 
something is being presented differently from the way you learned it.

Take responsibility for creating a safe, hardworking, and inspiring training 
environment for all training partners. Bow in and out with mindfulness. 
Care for the training space. Help set up before classes or belt promotions 

TRAINING PRACTICES
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and clean up after classes, belt promotions or special events. Learn where 
training equipment is stored and how the instructors like the training 
equipment managed. 

Care for your teacher and work to build a lively and supportive relationship 
with her. Connect with all black belt instructors in your school and be 
assertive in learning their history as martial artists and what influences are 
important to them. 

Honor your training community. Develop an awareness of the commitment 
that others have made to your training. See yourself as part of a group 
effort.

Appreciate that wherever you go, you represent your teacher and your 
school. Completely refrain from using fighting skills in anger or in excess. 
Be dignified, respectful, alert, curious, and courteous. Show good judgment 
and kindness.

KAJUKENBO MATERIAL 
These are all the categories of material in our Kajukenbo system. 

Basics
Stances, Strikes, Kicks, Blocks, Rolls, Falls, Throws, Pins

Forms

Tang Soo Do Karate (Korea): Kata 1-3 

Kosho Ryu Kenpo (Okinawa): Pinyons 1-12, 14 

Ch’uan Fa (China): Kajukenbo Stances, Monkey Form, Lin Po, Sui Won, Fau 
Yip, Sui Lum Pai, Nun Pai

Northern Shaolin Gung Fu (Jing Mo School; China): Pak Pai #6, Bagua Saber, 
Earth Dragon Staff, Plum Blossom Rolls on the Earth, Tai Lan Spear 

Natural Knife Kata, Professor Coleen Gragen (USA) 

Eskrima (Philippines): Forms #1 and #2
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Punch Attacks and Grab Releases
Danzan Ryu Jujitsu (Japan and Hawaii): Punch Attacks 1-21B
(see page 26 for detailed sequence )

Kajukenbo grab arts 1-15

Grab releases

Sparring and Grappling 
Principles, strategy and techniques for stand up sparring and ground 
fighting

Techniques
Basic Hand Strikes
Full twisting punch 
Palm heel 
Bear claw 
Spear hand strike 

KAJUKENBO MATERIAL

Long chop 
Reverse punch 
Back knuckle strike 
Back fist strike 
Jab 
Ridge hand strike 
Forearm strike 
Bottom fist 
Bottom fist rake 
Side to side punch 
Hook punch 
Uppercut 
Roundhouse punch 
Vertical punch 
Eight knuckle punch 
Elbow strike 
Elbow smash 
Peacock strike 
Kenpo punch 
Whipping hand strike 

Chinese palm heel 
Leopard’s paw 
Tiger claw 
Knife hand strike 
V-hand strike 
Thumb punch 
One knuckle punch 
Short chop 
Rising punch 
Ear slap 
U-punch 
Palm fist strike 
Ripping punch 
Preying Mantis Claws 
Figure 4 
 

Kicks 
Front snap kick 
Front thrust kick 
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Rear leg roundhouse 
Lead leg roundhouse 

Step up side kick 
Tuck side kick 
Rear leg side kick 
Lead leg side kick 
Back kick 
Hook kick 
Heel kick  
Spin back kick 
Spin hook kick 
Wheel kick
Butterfly kick 
Kenpo kick 
Football kick 
Outside crescent kick 
Inside crescent kick 
Jump front snap kick 
Jump roundhouse kick 

Jump side kick 
Side stomp kick 
Toe out heel kick 
Toe kick 
Donkey kick 
Reverse butterfly 
Knee strike 
Skip kick
Shin kick 
Monk kicks out robes 
Jump spinning inside crescent kick 
Jump spinning outside crescent kick 

Blocks 
Outward block 
Inward block 
Upward block 

Downward block 

Brush block 
Upper cross block 
Lower cross block 
Bottom fist block 
Fist block 
Peacock block 
Palm heel block 
Palm fist block 
Ridge hand block 
Knife hand block 
Wedge block 
Scroll blocks 1,2, 3 

Outward arc block 
Hook block 
Double forearm block 
Elbow block 
Hanging elbow block 
Body shield block 
Spring block 
Shooting star 

Judo and Jujitsu basics 
Tumbler’s roll 
Back roll 
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Judo roll 
Roll back slap 

Rolling back fall 
Simple fall 
Front fall 
Back fall 
Judo fall 
Single leg takedown 
Double leg takedown 
Standing and grappling sweeps 
Reaping throws 
Hip throws 

Shoulder throws 
Arm locks 
Wrist locks
Nerve strikes 
Compression strikes 

Ground fighting basics
Positions, pins, escapes, sweeps and 
chokes

 

 c
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Punch Attacks
Punch attacks train precision, intensity and comfort when in close range. 
Punch attacks, also called punch counters in Kajukenbo, are derived from 
the Danzan Ryu Jujitsu system. Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon has organized 
the punch attacks into six sets. The early sets are bundled together because 
they do not include throws or severe joint manipulations and can be safely 
taught to children. The later sets are taught only when students’ bodies 
have matured such that the techniques can be safely executed. 

Punch Attack Sets 
 Set 1: 1, 2, 6a, 13a, 15a, 17a 
 Set 2: 6b, 8a, 8b, 10b, 13b, 15b, 18b
 Set 3: 11a, 11b, 14a, 14b, 7b, 16a 
 Set 4: 3, 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 7a, 9b 
 Set 5: 10a, 12a, 17b, 18b, 19a, 19b 
 Set 6: 9a, 12b, 16b, 20a, 20b, 21a, 21b 

Punch Attack Details

SET 1
1

[Punch to sternum]

Step left into high forward stance 

left brush, right outward block

right front snap kick to the groin 

left circling bottom fist to radial nerve as you drop into left cat stance 

right full twisting punch to the face 

cover back 

2 
[Punch to sternum]

Step left into high forward stance 

left brush, right outward block

right front snap to groin 

right hand rakes and left hand checks the arm as you drop into left cat stance 

right back knuckle to the temple 

cover back 
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6a 
[High punch] 

Step left into horse stance with right open hand upward block, left hand in 
chamber 

look left while shifting into left glass horse stance and circling attacker’s punch 
to the left to throw it away 

look right, right eye rake 

shift into right glass horse stance, left spear hand to throat 

shift into left glass horse stance, right v-hand strike to the eyes 

right roundhouse kick to the head or the rib 

cover back 

13a 
[Punch to sternum]

Step left into forward stance 

left brush, right palm up bottom fist rake to floating rib 

right palm down bottom fist rake to floating rib 

shuffle forward left, right elbow strike to the rib 

look forward 

right chop to the back of the neck, right front snap kick to second attacker 

cover back 

15a 
[High punch] 

Step left into horse stance with right upward block 

open hand and circle attacker’s arm to the left 

shift into left glass horse stance, bringing attacker’s arm with you 

catch attacker’s hand with your left hand 

right inverted back knuckle to the temple 

right roundhouse kick to the head or the rib 

cover back 

17a 
[Punch to sternum]

Step left into high forward stance 

left brush, right outward block

circle attacker’s arm high 

simultaneous right knee to the solar plexus and left hand slap to the spine 

KAJUKENBO MATERIAL: PUNCH ATTACKS
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right chop to the neck as you sink to left cat stance

cover back 

SET 2
18a 

[Hook punch, or straight punch to the sternum] 

Left cat stance, right palm heel block 

left palm heel to check the punch 

right spear hand strike to the throat 

simultaneous right front snap kick to the groin 

cover back

6b 
[High punch] 

Step left into horse stance with right open hand upward block, left hand in 
chamber 

move into left cat stance, circle attacker’s punch down and trap under your left 
arm 

right bottom fist strike to rib 

right chop to neck 

knee to the solar plexus and left hand slap to the spine 

while left hand remains covering the spine, right elbow strike as you sink to left 
cat stance

cover back 

8a 
[Punch to sternum]

Step left into forward stance 

left brush, right full twisting punch to the solar plexus 

right up-vertical punch to the solar plexus 

drop into chu’an fa drop stance with whipping hand strike to the groin 

stand up, simultaneous right knee to the solar plexus and left hand slap to the 
spine 

drop into cat stance with right chop to the neck 

cover back 
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8b 
[Punch to sternum]

Step left into forward stance 

left brush block, right full twisting punch to the solar plexus 

right up-vertical punch to the solar plexus 

drop into chu’an fa drop stance with whipping hand strike to the groin 

scoot around to the left 

from horse stance, round house punches, one to the spine and one to the solar 
plexus 

stand up, simultaneous knee strike to solar plexus and left hand slap to the spine

right chop to the neck as you sink into left cat stance

step into right forward stance moving toward bent over attacker 

double Chinese palm heel strikes to the kidney and rib 

cover back 

10b 
[Punch to sternum]

Drop under the first punch into left chu’an fa drop stance 

Right punch to groin, left hand cover 

[punch to head]

block 2nd punch with right ridge hand block 

right eye rake, left hand in chamber 

shift to right glass horse stance with left full twisting punch to the face 

left roundhouse kick to the rib w/ flexed foot 

13b
[Punch to sternum]

Step left into forward stance

left brush, right palm up bottom fist rake to floating rib

[punch to head]

turn into horse stance to block second punch with double forearm block

shift to left forward stance with left forearm strike under the chin and right 
uppercut to solar plexus 

right upper cut under the chin as you shuffle forward

right side stomp kick to the back of the knee

attacker drops to his knee

right backfist to the back of the head

cover back
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15b 
[High punch] 

Step left into horse stance with right upward block 

open hand and circle attacker’s arm to throw it away as you shift into glass 
horse stance

[punch to head]

turn into right glass horse stance with right outward arc block to block second 
punch with

simultaneous left roundhouse punch to the temple 

left roundhouse kick to the head or the rib 

cover back 

SET 3 
7b 

[Punch to sternum]

Left cat stance facing right 

block the punch with a right peacock block 

trap attacker’s hand with right hand on top and left hand underneath 

change to right cat stance facing left with simultaneous left bottom fist rake (palm 
down) to the right rib in the transition, grab attackers left hand

right front snap kick to the groin to bend attacker at the waist 

step down into horse stance while simultaneously executing right forearm strike 
to the inside of attacker’s shoulder 

right hand lifts out of the shoulder to a rotating back knuckle strike to the 
temple 

turn right into glass horse stance with left full twisting punch to the face 

left side stomp kick to the knee 

cover back 

11a 
[Start facing close together

attacker steps back right into left forward stance, left downward block, right full 
twisting punch] 

step back right into horse stance with side to side punch 

step forward right with figure four block and punch to the face, and 
simultaneous right front snap kick to groin 

[left full twisting punch]

left brush to second punch, stepping down with the block 
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step out to the left into forward stance with right full twisting punch to the face 

right side kick to the rib 

11b 
Same as 11a through attacker’s right full twisting punch 

step forward right with open hand figure four block and spear hand strike to the 
throat 

[left full twisting punch]

left brush to second punch, grab, step out right and left side kick to the rib 

14a 
[Punch to sternum]

Simultaneous left brush, right rising punch to the ulnar nerve, right front snap 
kick to the groin 

drop into cat stance

right knife hand strike to the collarbone 

cover back 

14b 
[Punch to sternum]

Simultaneous left brush, right rising punch to the ulnar nerve, right front snap 
kick to the groin 

[punch to head]

drop into left cat stance and block second punch with ridge hand block 

eye rake 

step back into horse stance with left hand in cover and land right elbow strike 
to the solar plexus 

left bear claw to the face 

right back knuckle to the nose 

turn away from attacker, right side thrust kick to the solar plexus 

cover back

16a 
[High punch]

Drop into left cat stance with left open hand upward block, right full twisting 
punch to the groin 

grab attacker’s wrist with your left hand 

right knee strike to the groin and simultaneous right punch under the chin

drop into left cat stance with right uppercut under the bicep 

KAJUKENBO MATERIAL: PUNCH ATTACKS
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grab attacker’s wrist with both hands 

step through the arm and out to the side, locking the attacker’s arm

right front snap kick to the face 

cover back 

SET 4
3 

[Punch to sternum]

Simultaneous left brush, right bottom fist strike to the ulnar nerve, right front 
snap kick to groin

place your heel in attacker’s hip 

change hand positions so that left hand grabs the shoulder and right grabs 
attacker’s wrist, bending the attacker forward 

while maintaining your grips, step back into horse stance, pulling attacker with 
you and throwing him to the ground 

from horse stance, jumping cross over step to right back fist to the low spine 

shuffle forward in horse stance, right back fist to the base of the head 

turn into glass horse stance, grab attacker’s hair and lift the head up 

right reverse punch to the face and throw the head down 

jump into right roundhouse kick to the face 

cover back 

4a 
[Punch to sternum]

Simultaneous left brush, right bottom fist strike to the ulnar nerve, right front 
snap kick 

step down, press your right forearm across attacker’s throat, and sweep the 
attacker’s right foot from the outside (o soto gari)

land attacker’s neck against your shin 

bring attacker’s arm parallel to the floor, push up on the tricep with your left 
hand, and down on the wrist with your right, to break the arm 

left backfist to attacker’s rib 

change grip, lift the arm, and move into chu’an fa drop stance with circling 
bottom fist strike to attacker’s sternum 

cover back 
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4b 
[Punch to sternum]

Simultaneous left brush, right bottom fist strike to the ulnar nerve, right front 
snap kick 

step down, press your forearm across attacker’s throat, and sweep attacker’s 
right foot from the outside (o soto gari)

land attacker’s neck against your shin 

lift the arm up and roll attacker forward to lock the arm 

right kick to the spine 

right heel kick to the solar plexus 

step your right foot between attacker’s head and shoulder, and bend your 
knees, locking and twisting the arm into a chicken wing lock

stand up, move into right forward stance 

left foot rakes across the face while moving into horse stance with attacker’s 
head between your legs 

left hand covers the face, right punch to the face, left hand covers the face

cover back 

5a 
[Punch to sternum]

Step left into high forward stance 

left brush, right outward block 

turn toward attacker so that you are facing his outstretched arm, and grab his 
wrist with both hands

step your feet together

move left into horse stance, coming under the arm with a left bottom fist strike 
to the solar plexus 

step back left into forward stance while twisting the arm into an armlock 

bottom fist strike to the bicep 

chop to the neck 

grab the shoulder and step back right into forward stance, pulling attacker with 
you 

right front snap kick to the solar plexus  

step back into forward stance, turn and throw arm

cover back 

5b 
Same as 5a through the kick to the solar plexus

step down between attacker’s legs, with the arm raised high 

step left around attacker’s body, keeping the arm raised, to corkscrew takedown 

KAJUKENBO MATERIAL: PUNCH ATTACKS
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land with your left shin on attacker’s right bicep, right forearm across the throat, 
and right knee in attacker’s groin 

roll out into cover position 

7a 
[Punch to sternum]

Left cat stance facing right 

two palm heel strikes to attacker’s wrist - left hand on top 

grab the wrist with both hands, and lock the wrist with fan hook

change to right cat stance facing left, right bottom fist rake (palm up) to the 
floating rib in the transition 

right front snap kick to the groin 

right bottom fist strike to the bicep as you sink into left cat stance, right chop to 
the throat

fan hook takedown, landing with your knee in attacker’s rib 

throw the punching hand away, right back knuckle strike to the temple 

cover back 

9b 
[High punch]

Step forward into left forward stance 

left upward block, right full twisting punch to the groin 

[punch to head]

left brush block 

right back knuckle to the temple 

right chop to the neck 

right angle kick to the groin 

right chop to the neck 

grab attacker behind the right shoulder, turn and throw him to the ground 

jumping left shin kick to the groin

place left knee on the spine, lean forward and grab by placing left forearm 
across attacker’s throat 

raise up to put pressure on the back of the neck 

right punch to the kidney 

step out, jumping right roundhouse kick to the head 

cover back
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SET 5
10a 

[Punch to sternum]

Drop into left chu’an fa drop stance with right vertical punch to the groin

step into right forward stance with right elbow smash to the chest

take down by pressing forward on the chest and reaping the right leg 

turn into horse stance - attacker lands with his leg locked across your stance 

apply pain by pressing your right knee to the inside of attacker’s knee

right circling bottom fist to the outside of the knee

throw the leg away 

cover back 

12a 
[Punch to sternum]

Drop into left chu’an fa drop stance with right whipping hand strike to the groin 

shift into left cat stance with double punches to the solar plexus 

step into right forward stance with right elbow smash to the chest

take down by pressing forward on the chest and reaping the right leg 

turn into horse stance - attacker lands with his right leg locked across your 
stance 

apply pain by pressing your right knee to the inside of attacker’s knee

right circling Chinese palm heel strike to the outside of the knee 

throw the leg away 

cover back 

17b 
[Punch to sternum]

Step left into high forward stance 

left brush, right outward block

[punch to head]

turn into right forward stance and block second punch with right outward arc 
block, simultaneous left vertical punch to the solar plexus 

lock attacker’s wrist, step through and under outstretched arm, striking the rib 
with left elbow smash and right elbow strike to the rear on the way

end in left forward stance with attacker’s arm locked at the wrist 

right forearm strike to the tricep, and apply straight arm bar - walk straight 
forward and take attacker to the ground with right knee on tricep

cover back 

KAJUKENBO MATERIAL: PUNCH ATTACKS
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18b
[Hook punch or straight punch]

Left cat stance, right palm heel block 

[second punch]

right palm heel block to second punch 

left palm heel to check the second punch 

right spear hand strike to the throat 

simultaneous front snap kick to the groin 

double ear slap, grab head to knee 

grab attacker behind the shoulders and push to the ground 

step back to take your knee out of the way 

cover back

19a 
[Stand close together 

High punch] 

Step back right into left forward stance 

left upward block, right tiger claw to the throat 

left hand grabs attacker’s wrist 

step forward to the outside of attacker’s front leg, rotate the chin upward to 
put pressure on the back of the neck, small circle to the left and bring attacker 
down 

from a left drop stance, right tiger claw to right armpit 

cover back

19b 
[Stand close together 

High punch] 

Step back right into left forward stance 

left upward block, right hand in chamber 

[second punch]

block second punch with left palm heel block and trap hand

pivot 90 degrees counter clockwise on left foot landing in a left forward stance, 
while striking attacker’s tricep with a right forearm strike 

grab attacker’s shoulder, pull, and sweep the attacker’s left foot

after attacker falls, right back fist to the temple 

cover back 
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SET 6 
9a 

[Punch to sternum]

Step forward into left forward stance with left upward block, right full twisting 
punch to the groin 

left forearm strike to the throat and right spear hand to the groin 

with left arm across the throat, left hand grabs attacker’s left shoulder 

right hand reaches under attacker’s left leg and lifts attacker so that he is belly 
up

step back to move your legs out of the way, and drop him, applying double 
bottom fist strikes to the solar plexus and sternum while he falls 

cover back 

12b 
[Punch to sternum]

Drop into chu’an fa drop stance with right whipping hand strike to the groin 

shift into left cat stance with double punches to the solar plexus

step into right forward stance with right elbow smash to the chest

press your shoulder forward and grab behind both thighs or knees, pulling up 
so that attacker falls to his back 

as he falls, move your hands behind the ankles 

right heel kick to groin, throw the legs to the side 

cover back 

16b 
[High punch]

Left cat stance with left upward block, right punch to the groin 

grab attacker’s wrist with your left hand 

[second punch]

right knee strick to the groin with simultaneous right ridge hand block to 
second punch, right hook punch under attacker’s right bicep

turn into attacker, hold the arm against your chest, shoulder throw 

hold the attacker’s arm as they fall, right front thrust kick to the spine

 cover back 

KAJUKENBO MATERIAL: PUNCH ATTACKS
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20a 
[Knife thrust or punch to solar plexus] 

Left cat stance, left brush block 

grab attacker’s hand 

right one knuckle punch to back of the hand

keep hold of attacker’s hand as you shift to right cat stance

right bottom fist to the bicep

right chop to the neck

right forearm strike under the tricep

figure four takedown and disarm

cover back

20b 
[Right punch]

left cat stance, left knife hand block 

[left knife thrust]

right knife hand block, grab wrist

left angle kick to groin 

left forearm strike under the tricep

figure four takedown and disarm

cover back

21a 
[Punch to sternum]

Drop under punch into simple fall on the left side with right side thrust kick to 
the rib or groin

jump up and cover back
 
21b 

[Punch to sternum]

Drop under punch into simple fall on the right side with left side thrust kick to 
the rib or groin

scissor sweep with left leg on top 

right heel kick to head

back roll out

cover back 
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RANKING AND REQUIREMENTS
It is traditional in many martial arts systems to study material in a 
building blocks system and advance through a series of colored belts 
to the black belt. Oakland Kajukenbo Kwoon uses a system of 6 colored 
belts before the black belt level. Because Kajukenbo incorporates five 
distinct martial arts, there is a huge amount of material to be absorbed 
and mastered at each rank. Some things to consider about a ranking 
system are: 

Every level is important and should be fully experienced. It is not 
important to advance quickly, ahead of one’s peers, or together with 
peers.

In progressing, the keys are consistency and steadiness in attendance 
and study.

Students at each rank will generally be able to execute the particular set 
of material with proficiency.

Students at every level are expected to study the history of the school 
and the art, principles of martial arts philosophy, and typical martial arts 
customs.

Your teacher always determines ranking. She has the breadth of experience 
in the art to see the qualities unique to the student and the rank, and to 
identify the right time for advancement.

The Kajukenbo ranking system has 6 colored belts (white, orange, 
purple, blue, green, brown) before black belt. At black belt, there is the 
beginning black belt, and then various degrees. Each belt is associated 
with a set of physical and mental qualities that represent a particular 
phase in a student’s study of the art, as well as qualities expressed in 
relation to the training community.

Colored Belts 
White belt level is the beginning of the martial arts story for an individual 
or the start of their personal expression of Kajukenbo. It is the blank 
slate. 

Orange belt level is about generating power and energy for the art, for 
the training community, and for the learning ahead. 

RANKING AND REQUIREMENTS
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Purple belt level students are developing self-reliance in their study. At 
this level, students learn about how to commit to their technique and 
their partners and solidify their connection to their teacher and training 
community. 

Blue belt students have a good sense of their own strengths and 
weaknesses in the art and are beginning to be able to develop strategies 
on their own to deepen their practice. At this level, students are also 
generally aware of the assets and deficits of their training community 
and choose to commit to strengthening the whole. Blue belts are said to 
be looking toward the light in their training. 

Green belt students have absorbed a huge store of information and skill 
in Kajukenbo and are ready to advance in their personal expression of 
the art. Green belt students are said to be experiencing growth in the art. 

Brown belt students in Kajukenbo are said to be rooted in the art. They 
have developed a well-rounded set of basics in all five arts and are 
working to show great intensity and focus in all aspects of Kajukenbo 
training.

Black Belt Ranking
The black belt is symbolic of the death of the ego. At Oakland Kajukenbo 
Kwoon, that means the black belt student understands the shoulders 
they stand on and the ways that they are inextricably connected to their 
teacher and training community. Additionally, at black belt students are 
actively engaged in giving back to their training community through 
teaching and mentoring less experienced students and setting a tone for 
serious practice both during class time, before and after classes and in 
their practice and study outside the training hall. All levels of black belts, 
from the beginning black belt up through the ranks, have committed 
to memory all of the material appropriate for their physical and mental 
development and have a sound understanding of the variety and 
applications of Kajukenbo techniques and principles. 

Beginning black belt: The first black belt a student earns at Oakland 
Kajukenbo Kwoon is unranked. It is equivalent to the white belt at the 
beginning of the students Kajukenbo training. It represents the beginning 
of an advanced level of study of Kajukenbo specifically and martial arts 
practice and philosophy generally. Beginning black belts are able to show 
mastery in the Kajukenbo material they know. At this level, students are 
aware of the huge journey they have undertaken to receive a black belt 
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and understand the interdependence of all parties, past and present, who 
have laid the road down for them to travel on. 

1st degree black belt: First degree black belt indicates a student has 
memorized and can execute skillfully the full range of required Kajukenbo 
material. At first degree, a student has strong basics in all five arts. At 
this level, a student has a basic understanding of the katas, pinyons and 
Chinese sets and can show them all from start to finish with power, focus 
and grace. First degree students can demonstrate all punch attacks 
and grab releases effectively and efficiently. First degree students are 
fundamentally sound in all areas of their Kajukenbo practice.

2nd degree black belt: At second degree, students have internalized 
their practice and deepened their physical understanding of the whole 
art. They have honed their skill set, refined their practice and selected 
areas for intentional study. Students actively guide their own training and 
progress, and have a renewed commitment to their teacher and training 
community. Students who have advanced to 2nd degree and above are 
eligible to start their own classes or programs. 

At 3rd degree, students have broadened their commitment to the art. 
They have developed or elaborated on the school’s curriculum, taught 
the art in other settings, or deepened their school’s commitment to an 
aspect of the art. They maintain a regular teaching commitment. They 
are able to articulate a deep understanding of their art, their school’s 
interpretation of the art, and how that fits within the history and 
traditions of other Kajukenbo schools. 

At 4th degree, students play a key role in the health and development 
of their teacher’s school, are contributing to the development of other 
Kajukenbo programs in the lineage or they are seeing growth in classes 
or programs they have initiated and are leading. Students at fourth 
degree have developed their unique voice as Kajukenbo teachers and 
leaders and are beginning to make an impact on the Kajukenbo lineage 
as a whole through their voice and their contributions. 

At 5th degree, students may have advanced students of their own and are 
working to pass on their vision and practice to their Kajukenbo lineage.

RANKING AND REQUIREMENTS
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Requirements for rank:
Students grades Kindergarten through 7th 

Please remember that this outline is a general guide and does not 
represent strict requirements. The chief instructor may require different 
skills and material from different students, especially taking into account 
their physical and emotional maturity. 

Below is some of the material studied at each rank.

White belt [K-7th]:  (Open Book. Blank Page)

Kajukenbo Stances, Horse Stance in 8 Directions 

Kata 1, 2 

Strikes with arms/hands:  Full Twisting punch, reverse punch, palm heel, 
jab, back knuckle, back fist strike, ridge hand strike, forearm strike 

Strikes with legs/feet:  Front snap kick, jumping front snap kick, 
roundhouse kick, knee strike, donkey kick 

Defense:  Brush block, outward block, inward block, and downward block 

Stand up sparring principles:  Learning to put on sparring gear, covering 
center line, getting past the partner’s cover, contact, rules of engagement 

Mat basics:  Mat warm-up sequence, roll back slap 

Ground fighting principles:  Learning to fall down safely and get up 
quickly

Orange belt [K-7th]:  (Energy and Power)

Kata 3, Pinyon 1 

Grab Releases (single hand grab, two hand grab, choke, bear hug) 

Strikes with arms/hands:  Bear Claw, tiger claw, leopards paw, spear hand 
strike, long chop, side to side punch, bottom fist strike, elbow smash

Strikes with legs/feet:  Lead leg front snap, lead leg roundhouse, inside 
crescent kick, outside crescent kick, step up side thrust kick 
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Defense:  Upward block, lower cross block, upper cross block 

Mat basics:  Tumblers roll, back roll, judo roll 

Stand up sparring principles: Forming weapons, targeting, getting past 
the cover 

Ground fighting principles: Maintaining cover, getting up strategically 

Purple belt [K-7th]: (Commitment, Self-Reliance, and Bruises)

Pinyon 2, 3 

Strikes with arms/hands:  Elbow strikes, eye rake, roundhouse punch, and 
uppercut, hook punch, figure 4, peacock strike 

Strikes with legs/feet:  Tuck side kick, lead leg side kick, jump spin 
outside crescent kick, and jump spin inside crescent kick 

Defense:  Bottom fist block, fist block, outward arc block, hook block, 
spring block, palm heel block, shooting star 

Mat Basics:  Judo fall, rolling back fall, front fall, simple fall 

Stand up sparring principles: taking contact (iron shirt), upper/lower 
body connection in defense, block and counter 

Ground fighting principles: advantageous positions 

Blue belt [K-7th]: (Looking Toward the Light)

Pinyon 4, 5, 6, Monkey Form 

Punch Attacks:  Set One (1, 2, 6A, 13A, 15A, 17A) 

Strikes with arms/hands:  Eight knuckle punch, U-punch, palm fist strike, 
V-hand strike, back fist rake, bottom fist, ripping punch, vertical punch, 
preying mantis claw, rising punch, short chop 

Strikes with legs/feet:  Step up side kick, tuck side kick, lead leg side kick, 
rear leg side kick, side stomp kick, butterfly kick, hook kick 

Defense:  Palm fist block, double forearm block, peacock block, hanging 

K THROUGH 7TH : REQUIREMENTS
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elbow block, and ridge hand block, knife hand block 

Mat Basics:  Combinations of basics 

Stand up sparring principles:  Footwork, angling, awareness of 3 ranges, 
bridging the gap 

Ground fighting principles: Beginning escapes 

Green belt  [K-7th]: (Growth in the Art)

Pinyon 7, 8, 9,  Lin Po 

Punch Attacks:  Set 2 (18a, 6b, 8a, 8b, 10b, 13b, 15b) 

Strikes with arms/hands:  Ear slap, knife hand strike, whipping hand 
strike, kenpo punches 

Strikes with legs/feet:  Back snap kick, back thrust kick, spin back kick, 
spin hook kick, football kick, kenpo kick, monk kicks out robes, skip kick

Defense:  Scroll blocks 1, 2, 3, hook block, spring block, body shield block, 
wedge block 

Mat basics:  Applied falls

Stand up sparring principles:  Attack by combination, controlling the 
distance

Ground fighting principles:  Beginning throws and take downs 
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Brown belt [K-7th]: (Rooted in the Art)

Pinyon 10, 11, 12,  Northern shaolin weapons (spear, staff, saber) 

Punch Attacks:  Set 3 (11a, 11b, 14a, 14b, 7b, 16a) 

Strikes with arms/hands:  Circling bear claws

Strikes with legs/feet:  Reverse butterfly, jumping round house kick, 
jumping side kick, wheel kick, toe kick, toe out heel kick 

Defense:  Offensive blocking, defensive footwork

Stand up sparring principles:  Relaxation, strategy 

Ground fighting principles:  Standing to take down to grappling 

Beginning Black Belt: (Death of the Ego) 

Pinyon 14, Fao Yip, Sui Won

Punch Attacks:  Set 4 (3, 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 7a, 9b), Set 5 (10a, 12a, 17b, 18b, 
19a, 19b), Set 6 (9a, 12b, 16b, 20a, 20b, 21a, 21b) 

Stand up sparring principles:  Flow, off balancing, mental engagement, 
commitment 

Ground fighting principles:  Spontaneous application of skills 

K THROUGH 7TH : REQUIREMENTS
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Requirements for rank:
Students grade 8th and older 

The general requirements for teens and adults are outlined below. The 
strikes, kicks and blocks are not outlined in detail. While learning the 
katas, pinyons, punch attacks, and northern shaolin empty hand and 
weapons sets, students will also be learning new techniques. To get a 
sense of what techniques show up at what levels, take a look back at the 
requirements for grades Kindergarten through 7th. 

White belt [8th and older]:  (Open Book. Blank Page)

Kajukenbo stances, horse stance 8 directions

Kata 1, 2, 3,  Pinyon 1 

Punch Attacks: Set I (1, 2, 6a, 13a, 15a, 17a)
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Mat basics:  Judo basic warm-up set (tumblers roll, back roll, judo roll, 
roll back slap, rolling back fall, judo fall, simple fall, front fall) 

Stand up sparring principles:  Covering center line, getting past the 
partner’s cover, giving and receiving contact, rules of engagement, basic 
defensive footwork 

Ground fighting principles:  Maintaining cover from the ground; standing 
up from the ground 

Orange belt [8th and older]:  (Energy and Power)

Pinyon 2, 3, 4,  Monkey Form 

Punch Attacks:  Set 2 (18a, 6b, 8a, 8b, 10b, 13b, 15b) 

Grab Releases:  Single hand grab, two hand grab, choke, bear hug 

Stand up sparring principles:  Block and counter, awareness of 3 ranges, 
variety of weapons, variety of targets 

Ground fighting principles:  Moving into positions 

Purple belt [8th and older]: (Commitment, Self-Reliance, and Bruises)

Pinyon 5, 6, 7,  Lin Po 

Punch Attacks:  Set 3 (11a, 11b, 14a, 14b, 7b, 16a) 

Stand up sparring principles:  Striking around the body, attack with 
combinations, controlling the distance 

Ground fighting principles:  Escaping from pins 

Blue belt [8th and older]: (Looking Toward the Light)

Pinyon 8, 9,  Sui Won, Northern Shaolin weapon (spear, staff, saber) 

Punch Attacks:  Set 4 (3, 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 7a, 9b) 

Stand up sparring principles:  Commitment, varying strategy for 

8TH AND OLDER : REQUIREMENTS
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enhanced learning and interaction with partners

Ground fighting principles:  Offensive techniques 

Eskrima: 12 strikes and 12 blocks 

Green belt [8th and older]: (Growth in the Art)

Pinyon 10, 11, 12,  Fao Yip

Punch Attacks:  Set 5 (10a, 12a, 17b, 18b, 19a, 19b) 

Stand up sparring principles:  Offensive blocking, off balancing, sticky 
hands

Ground fighting principles:  Take downs, sweeps and throws 

Eskrima:  Sparring drills 

Brown belt [8th and older]: (Rooted in the Art)

Pinyon 14,  Pak Pai # 6 

Punch Attacks:  Set 6 (9a, 12b, 16b, 20a, 20b, 21a, 21b) 

Stand up sparring principles: Flow, multiple strikes off the same limb 

Ground fighting principles:  Chokes and locks 

Eskrima:  Disarming against a stick 

Beginning Black Belt [8th and older]: (Death of the Ego)

Stand up sparring principles:  Defending from standing to the ground

Ground fighting principles:  Incorporating defensive and offensive 
techniques in sparring 

Eskrima:  Disarming the stick and controlling the attacker 
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First degree black belt

At first degree black belt, students have learned all the required 
material in the Kajukenbo system. Therefore, students at first degree are 
challenged to examine their expression of Kajukenbo and explore their 
strengths and weaknesses with an eye towards how their study can make 
their school better for students coming up the ranks.

 

8TH AND OLDER : REQUIREMENTS
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Questions to think about when preparing for a belt test 
by Sifu Emily Highsmith and Sifu Lynn Keslar

When should you bow/salute? 
Why do you bow/salute? 
Why do you train? 
What does it mean to be a good training partner? 
What can you do when you lose inspiration for your training? 
Why do we commit so much energy and resources to our Youth 
Leadership program? 
What does it mean to be a Youth Leader? 
When you come to class, how hard should you train? 
Should you brag about how good you are at Kung Fu? Why or why not? 
What does Kung Fu mean? 
How does it feel to get hit in sparring or in drills? 
Why is it important to learn to accept getting hit and to learn to make 
contact with your training partners? 
Name a practical reason why we talk about treating each other with 
respect. 
Are you skilled in body and kind in heart? 
Name three ways you can show respect for your teachers. 
Why do we actually hit each other when we spar? 
Is it respectful to not make contact with a training partner because you 
think they can’t handle it? 
What does power mean to you? 
Whose decision is it how much contact to take? 
When do we say “Lighter contact please”? Why? 
Name three ways you can show respect for your training partners. 
Do you trust your training partners? Why or why not? 
Do your training partners trust you? Why or why not? 
Which is more important, training or helping pack up the sparring 
equipment after class? 
Should you request to learn new material from your instructor? 
How many different ways should you be able to do your forms before 
you are ready to learn a new form? 
Can you explain the meaning of doing forms to someone who has never 
heard of Kung Fu? 
What is the name of your teachers teacher? 
What is the name of her teacher? 
Do you remember your first day in Kung Fu? 
Do you remember your best day in Kung Fu? 
How is training good for your spirit? 
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How is training good for your mind? 
What should you do if you feel unsafe during sparring or grappling? At 
any time while training? 
How is training good for your body? 
How is training good for your family? 
Give an example of making a superior effort in every situation. 
Can you tell the Bodhidharma story to a group of children? A group of 
family members? Elders? 
Why do we sit quietly at the beginning of class? 
Explain Set Position. 
What are we saying when we salute? 
What does it mean that the greatest warrior is the one who stands for 
peace? 
Are you learning to fight or not to fight? 
What is a warrior? 
 

QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT
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Questions to ask yourself before learning a new form 
by Sifu Toby Sifton 

Do I know the names of all the techniques, stance and creators of the 
form? Can I do the form completely, without hesitation, without review? 
Do I know the targets of all the techniques? Alternative targets? Potential 
targets? Can I feel the energy extending beyond that point with each strike? 
Do my stances have the correct foot position? Can they be lower? Do I have 
to go up and down in order to change stances? Am I grounded completely 
and aware of balance on each stance and during the transitions? Do I 
know the danger point where off balancing might occur? Do I always look 
before turning? Do I know when the kiais traditionally occur and have an 
alternative interpretation? Do I break at the waist? Is there connection 
between techniques and my center? Do I know where to catch my breath? 
Which techniques happen in one breath and where do others happen 
several to a breath? Is my stomach relaxed or full of energy, not going 
too far or not far enough? Can I do the form very, very slowly, not taking 
advantage of forward momentum to make transitions? Can I do the form 
twice as fast as usual without raising my stances, forgetting sections or 
losing focus? Have I visualized an opponent? Could my techniques stop 
an opponent who weighs more, is taller, shorter? Can I explain how many 
opponents I have, what techniques they are doing, whether I would still 
be effective if they had a weapon? Can I do the form entirely without 
thinking about anything other than the techniques? Do I think ahead about 
upcoming moves or do each stance and techniques completely? Am I aware 
of my body throughout the form? Is there energy in the parts of my body 
not doing the technique? Could I change the hand techniques, add ones? 
Can I do the form without stopping points? Am I aware of the limitations or 
differences between my dominant hand or foot and the other? Can I do the 
form with a variety of facial expressions, expressing softness or hardness 
regardless of internal feelings? Can I express internal feelings without 
changing the form? Are my chamber positions tight as in focused? Can I do 
the form with my eyes closed? Can I do the form on the left side without 
practicing? Can I begin the form on the diagonal, do the form without the 
orientation of the walls? Can I do the form staring into somebody’s eyes? 
Can I do it several times over without changing the techniques? Could I do 
it wearing boots, naked? Do my upper cross blocks have equal intensity at 
the start and at the end? Could I do this form and no other for the rest of 
my life? Can I use the form as a meditation? As a conditioning exercise? As 
a wedding present? Can I use the form as a method of teaching the basic 
principles of Kajukenbo? 
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QUESTIONS TO ASK

Have I done the form in competition? At Kajukenbo tournaments and at 
non-Kajukenbo tournaments? Can I do the form in my head without losing 
track? Can I do the form hands only? Have I done all the forms’ techniques and 
stances in sparring? Can I use the forms stances in sparring? Do I telegraph 
upcoming movements in any way? Have I examined all my reasons for 
wanting to learn a new form? Can I do the above with ALL MY FORMS? Can I 
do the form when I am terribly sad and express it? Could I do the form with 
one arm tied? Can I do the form like an elephant, a monkey, a crane, a beetle? 
Can I express the five elements in the form, separately or together? Could I 
do the form for a group of Shaolin monks and feel confident and successful? 
When I finish the form, can I let go of any self-criticism or judgement? Can I 
extend my energy throughout the form without depleting and be centered 
when in set at the end? Could I do the form better? Can I show how to do the 
form incorrectly? Could I see the mistakes in the beginning student’s form 
and correct them without overwhelming them? Could I do the form in the 
closet? In the water? ... Could I do it the day after my house burned down? 
Can I let go of past and future through movement? Can I merge body and 
mind? Have I got a trophy for doing the form?
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GLOSSARY
Bowing (also called saluting): A practice demonstrating respect for oneself, 
one’s teacher, training community, and partners. Bowing is done by 
placing one’s right fist into one’s left palm and extending both from the 
heart towards the training hall, the teacher, or others with an attitude of 
openness. Placing one’s arms at one’s sides and bending at the waist can 
also execute a bow. A third bow is executed by kneeling facing a partner, 
placing one’s hands on the mat, and bowing forward deeply. 

Body connection: The quality of movement achieved when upper and 
lower body are engaged in a synchronous way. In practice, body connection 
means techniques are efficiently delivered through coordinated physical 
movement and an active relationship with the ground. 

Center line: The vertical line that divides a fighter in relation to their 
opponent.

Control: The ability to strike a partner with varying levels of contact and 
penetration while maintaining full speed and powerful intention. There is 
a set of guidelines for how much contact to make to different parts of the 
body when practicing with partners. Additionally, partners can choose to 
set specific guidelines they are comfortable receiving to particular targets. 

Cover: The position of the arms and hands for protection and advantage. In 
practice, protecting one’s upper and lower body by moving arms and hands 
in relation to the movement of a training partner or an invisible attacker. 

Economy of movement: Awareness and efficiency when delivering 
techniques or moving in stances. The execution of techniques or stances 
in a prescribed trajectory, without too much or too little effort, and with a 
precise amount of force or intensity.

Eight Angles of Attack: The 8 directions from which a person can be 
approached and from which a person should be prepared to defend 
himself or herself.Typically, the eight angles mimic the eight sides of an 
octagon with the individual being approached standing in the center of the 
octagon. In this case, the angles are front, back, left side, right side, front 
right and front left from a 45 degree angle and rear right and rear left from a 
45 degree angle. 

Eightfold path of the Buddha: the Buddhist outline of ethical development; 
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an approach to living with great awareness. This concept is mirrored in the 
philosophies of martial arts traditions and is included in Kajukenbo practice. 
The eight principles are:  right view, right intention, right speech, right 
action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, right concentration. 

Kiai: a Japanese word; when translated into English means “spirit” or 
“energy” and “join” or “meeting.” Together, these convey the sense that 
energy or spirit is being joined with the breath and a martial technique 
in a kind of battle cry. In practice, to kiai refers to the exhalation of breath 
coupled with vocalization that accompanies martial arts techniques. A kiai 
can be used as a method to develop breath control, to manifest ferocity 
or other emotion, as a means of intimidating or dominating a partner or 
situation, for self-defense and as a means of artistic expression.

Kung Fu: Describes Chinese martial arts in general. Kung means work, or 
achievement. Fu means intensity. In the Kajukenbo community, if a school 
calls itself Kajukenbo Kung Fu, it means the school identifies itself with the 
Chinese elements in the art and has that emphasis in the way the art looks 
when practiced and performed. 

Kwoon: Means training hall in Chinese. 

Monkey line: A training exercise where one individual faces a line of training 
partners who will attack them continuously. The monkey line practice 
teaches the individual to deal with each opponent one at a time as they 
attack, while maintaining poise, awareness, control and power. 

Natural weapon: The parts of the human body that can be used to strike 
another person. Natural weapons can be everything-the forehead, the back 
of the head, the teeth, the fingertips, the back of the fist, the face of the fist, 
the heart of the fist, the bottom of the fist, the knuckles of the hand, the 
palm of the hand, the wrist, the elbow, the forearm, the knee, the shin, the 
top of the foot, the ball of the foot, the bottom of the foot, the toes and the 
heel. 

Primary target: Places on the human body that are vulnerable regardless 
of size or stature and therefore important in a self-defense context.Primary 
targets are considered the eyes, the nose, the throat, the groin and the 
knees. 

Self-Defense: The act of defending oneself, or another person, from harm. In 
practice, self-defense means the use of martial arts skills and tactics as well 
as common sense, in the context of dangerous situations, where physical 

GLOSSARY
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force is applied to counter an immediate threat of violence. Self-defense 
also refers to the strategies and tactics used to avoid assault and de-
escalate potentially dangerous situations through awareness, verbal skills, 
breath control and intuition. 

Self training: Working on one’s own, outside of class time, to review skills 
learned in classes, memorize material, integrate new concepts, hone 
techniques, and better understand oneself in relation to the art. 

Set position: A Kajukenbo stance where the body is upright, feet are 
together, the right hand is in a fist and is cradled in an open left palm, 
both of which are resting at waist level in front of the torso. Set position is 
executed at the beginning and end of all Kajukenbo kata and pinyons. Set is 
also used in classes to gather attention, to change focus, to give instruction 
or to practice stillness. 

Sifu: Sometimes spelled shifu; a Cantonese and Mandarin word meaning 
master and father. A common title for black belt instructors in Chinese 
martial arts. Kajukenbo schools refer to students as Sifu when they reach 
either 1st, 2nd, or 3rd degree black belt. 

Snapping technique: A strike that uses the whipping motion of the upper 
and lower body and a quick extension and retraction of the weapon into 
and away from the target for maximum impact and effectiveness. The effect 
is to shatter the target. 

Thrusting technique: A strike that is intended to penetrate the target using 
the commitment of torso and hips and pressure against the ground with 
the feet.
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Notes
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THROUGH THIS FIST WAY, 

ONE GAINS LONG LIFE 

AND HAPPINESS


